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Asymmetries in Stimulus Comparisons
by Monkey and Man
latta) that had been trained before the start of the present
experiments in a temporal same/different task with sev-
eral stimulus sets. In this task, the monkeys indicated
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2 Laboratory of Experimental Psychology with eye movements whether two stimuli presented dur-
ing fixation were the “same” or “different” (50% of theK.U.Leuven
Campus Gasthuisberg trials were “different” trials, i.e., trials requiring a “differ-
ent” response).Herestraat 49
B-3000 Leuven After this training period, two of the four monkeys (1A
and 1B) performed the same task with a stimulus setBelgium
that was composed of three groups of eight stimuli. The
eight stimuli in each group formed a two-dimensional
configuration in parametric space as shown in Figure
1A (stimuli are shown in Figure 2A). In this configuration,Summary
the four corner stimuli with odd numbers have a lower
prototypicality (more distant from the prototype) thanSimilarity is a core concept in theories of object recog-
the four stimuli with even numbers (the “prototypicalnition, categorization, and reasoning [1–2]. It is often
stimuli”). The analyzed data consist of the last two ses-conceptualized as a geometric distance in a multidi-
sions that each monkey performed during another studymensional stimulus space [3–5]. However, research in
[5]. The monkeys did at least 2000 trials in each sessionhumans has revealed that similarity judgments involve
(average performance: 70% and 81% for monkey 1Amore than a simple distance calculation and tend to
and 1B, respectively).be asymmetric when stimuli differ in factors such as
We used the proportion of erroneous “same” re-prototypicality [6–11]. For example, most people judge
sponses for a particular stimulus pair as a measure of99 to be more similar to 100 than 100 to 99. Up to now,
the perceived similarity of that pair. The similarity valuesit was not known whether such asymmetries might
for all stimulus pairs were analyzed with multidimen-also occur in nonhuman subjects. This study reveals
sional scaling (MDS) to estimate the distances betweenasymmetries in the pattern of errors made by four
shapes in perceptual space. Figure 2A shows the MDS-rhesus monkeys in a temporal same/different task.
derived representational space for the average data ofMonkeys usually perceived a smaller difference be-
monkeys 1A and 1B for each of the three stimulus groupstween two different stimuli when the first stimulus in
separately. As discussed in [5], the distance betweena trial was less prototypical than the second, just as
stimuli is similar in the perceptual representationalwhat was found previously for human subjects. The
space compared to the parametric space.pattern of asymmetries differed between monkeys,
The existence of asymmetries was assessed by anand a control study showed that such variability is also
analysis of those trials in which one stimulus was apresent for human subjects. We propose that known
prototypical stimulus and the other stimulus was notneurophysiological mechanisms [12] can account for
(our analyses focus exclusively on “different” trials; noasymmetry in the stimulus comparisons of both spe-
consistent stimulus-specific effects were noted incies. Thus, seemingly complex phenomena that occur
“same” trials). The asymmetry of a stimulus was definedwhen human subjects rate stimulus similarity are also
as positive if the monkeys made fewer errors when thatpresent in macaques’ similarity judgments and could
stimulus was the first stimulus than when it was thebe based on relatively simple mechanisms.
second stimulus. The stimulus comparisons were asym-
metric (Figure 2A). The asymmetries were reliable, as
Results and Discussion shown by a significant intersession correlation for mon-
key 1A, r  0.57, p  0.01, and for monkey 1B, r 
Asymmetric Stimulus Comparisons by Monkeys 0.60, p  0.001. The asymmetries were not distributed
It is not a trivial issue to investigate whether stimulus randomly in the representational space: they tended to
comparisons in nonhuman species involve the same be positive in the center of the space and negative in the
level of complexity as observed in human subjects, in periphery (Figure 2A). As such, there was a significant
at least some rudimentary form. Indeed, the perfor- correlation between the asymmetries, averaged across
mance of monkeys and other animals is inferior to that monkeys, and prototypicality (the proximity between a
of human subjects in stimulus comparison tasks [13]. It stimulus and the prototype of its stimulus group in para-
is not that the visual capabilities of monkeys are inferior metric space, see Figure 1A), r  0.71, p  0.001.
[13, 14], but performance in comparison tasks seems Asymmetries were related to prototypicality for each
to rely on cognitive processes that are not developed monkey (r  0.42, p  0.05 and r  0.52, p  0.01 for
to the same degree in humans and monkeys. monkey 1A and 1B, respectively). Each monkey showed
We investigated the pattern of asymmetries in stimu- asymmetries related to prototypicality in each stimulus
lus comparisons in four rhesus monkeys (Macaca mu- group (the four prototypical stimuli were associated with
more positive values of asymmetry compared to the four
other stimuli in each group). Nevertheless, the pattern*Correspondence: hans.opdebeeck@med.kuleuven.ac.be
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lated positively with stimulus prototypicality, r  0.49,
p  0.075.
Further analyses show that the pattern of asymmetries
differed between monkeys (correlation between the
asymmetries of the two subjects, r  0.28, ns). The
asymmetries were related to prototypicality in monkey
2A, r  0.76, p  0.01, but not in monkey 2B, r  0.04,
ns. The asymmetries in monkey 2B showed instead a
significant correlation with the position of stimuli on the
primary axis of the stimulus configuration, r  0.68,
p  0.05. To summarize, stimulus comparisons were
asymmetric in each of the four monkeys, and theseFigure 1. Stimuli Used in the Comparison Tasks
asymmetries were related to prototypicality in three of
(A) Positions in parametric space of the eight stimuli in each of the
the four monkeys.three stimulus groups in stimulus set 1.
(B) Positions in parametric space of the ten stimuli of stimulus set 2.
Stimuli that are direct neighbors in parametric space are connected
with a straight line in (A) and (B). “P” represents the position of the Interindividual Differences in Asymmetric
prototype that has the average value in each parametric dimension Stimulus Comparisons by Human Subjects
for each parametric configuration (this prototype was never shown The pattern of asymmetries in the monkeys showed the
to subjects). same overall relationship with stimulus prototypicality
that was found in human subjects in many other studies
[6–11]. However, we found large differences in the pat-of asymmetries was not correlated between monkeys,
r  0.12, nonsignificant (ns). A general difference be- tern of asymmetries between monkeys. To our knowl-
edge, none of the studies in human subjects reportedtween the monkeys was the size of the relationship be-
tween asymmetries and prototypicality in the stimulus interindividual differences in the pattern of asymmetries,
and the results were always averaged across many sub-groups. For monkey 1A, the average difference in asym-
metry between prototypical and other stimuli was most jects. So, in a subsequent study, we determined whether
human subjects also show marked interindividual differ-pronounced for stimulus group a (difference 0.18, 0.04,
and 0.12 for group a, b, and c, respectively). For monkey ences in asymmetries in stimulus comparisons. Ten hu-
mans rated the similarity between two successively pre-1B, this difference was most pronounced for stimulus
group c (difference 0.05, 0.05, and 0.26 for group a, b, sented shapes of the second stimulus set (Figure 1B)
on a scale from 1 (very similar) to 9 (very dissimilar) inand c, respectively). To summarize, these data reveal
that stimulus comparisons in monkeys are asymmetric two sessions of 270 trials. We used this rating task in
humans instead of a same/different task with a binaryand that prototypicality is an important factor for ex-
plaining these asymmetries. This is exactly what would response, (i) because a rating task is more standard in
the human literature (allowing us to make a more generalbe expected from the human literature [6–11].
The two other monkeys (2A and 2B) performed the statement about interindividual differences in human
subjects); (ii) because previous research in human sub-same task with another set of ten shapes with a specific
position in a two-dimensional parametric space (Figures jects has indicated that the pattern of asymmetries is
comparable across a wide variety of tasks, including1B and 2B). Monkey 2A and 2B performed three and
four sessions, respectively, with at least 1800 trials in similarity ratings and same/different responses [7]; (iii)
because human subjects would make almost no errorseach session (average performance: 74% and 79% for
monkey 2A and 2B, respectively). Figure 2B displays the in the temporal same/different task with these stimuli
(resulting in a ceiling effect); and (iv) because we neededMDS-derived, two-dimensional representational space
for the average and individual data of these monkeys. a reliable single-subject assessment of asymmetries for
a reasonable number of subjects (with the same/differ-The distance between stimuli is similar in the perceptual
representational space compared to parametric space, ent task, this would require thousands of trials for each
of the subjects).although there seems to be a compression of the dis-
tance between stimuli located more at the left in stimulus MDS analyses revealed that the relative position of
stimuli in perceptual representational space is similarspace.
The existence of asymmetries was assessed by com- to the stimulus configuration in parametric space (Figure
2C). The existence of asymmetries was assessed byparing all trials in which a particular stimulus was the
first stimulus with all trials in which this stimulus was comparing all trials in which a particular stimulus was
the first stimulus with all trials in which this stimulusthe second stimulus. The stimulus comparisons by these
monkeys were asymmetric (Figure 2B). These asymmet- was the second stimulus. The averaged human data
showed reliable asymmetries (correlation between therics tended to be correlated between behavioral ses-
sions. For monkey 2A, the intersession correlation was first and second session, r  0.81, p  0.01). There
was a significant correlation between asymmetry andsmall between sessions 1 and 2, r  0.31, and between
sessions 1 and 3, r 0.07, but it was strongly significant prototypicality, r  0.79, p  0.01 (Figure 2C).
As found for monkeys, large interindividual variabilitybetween sessions 2 and 3, r 0.75, p0.01. For monkey
2B, all intersession correlations were significant, mean in the pattern of asymmetries was present. For individual
subjects, asymmetries were correlated between the firstr  0.83, minimal r  0.77, p  0.01. The asymmetries
averaged across these two monkeys tended to be corre- and second session of the same subject, r 0.50 (SD
Asymmetric Stimulus Comparisons by Monkey and Man
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Figure 2. MDS-Derived, Two-Dimensional Representational Spaces together with a Color Representation of the Asymmetry Associated with
Each Stimulus
(A) Data for monkeys tested with stimulus set 1.
(B) Data for monkeys tested with stimulus set 2.
(C) Data for human subjects tested with stimulus set 2 (human1 and human2 are two of the ten human subjects).
The asymmetry values on the color bars are expressed as percentages of the maximum range of the dependent variable (1 for the 0–1
proportion of different responses for monkeys and 8 for the 1–9 numerical scale for humans). The vertical bars next to the color bars in panels
(A) and (B) depict 95% confidence intervals to show how different an asymmetry value has to be relative to the most positive value in order
to be significantly different.
0.18). This consistency was significantly less pronounced show little evidence for such a relationship (the smallest
correlation between asymmetries and prototypicality for(permutation test, p  0.001, see the Experimental Pro-
cedures) when the first session of one subject was com- an individual human subject was r  0.08). As such, the
variability between monkeys seems to fit the variabilitypared with the second session of another subject, r 
0.20 (averaged across all 90 possible combinations con- seen in human subjects.
sisting of sessions of different subjects). This inter-
individual variability is illustrated in Figure 2C for two Asymmetric Stimulus Comparisons: A Hypothesis
The fact that asymmetries occur in a species that hassubjects. The pattern of asymmetries tended to be cor-
related negatively between these two subjects (r  been used intensively in neurophysiological studies
allows us to link this phenomenon with neural pro-0.43; correlations between pairs of subjects ranged
from0.57 to 0.83). Asymmetries were correlated signif- cesses. Accurate performance in stimulus comparison
tasks such as the temporal same/different task requiresicantly with prototypicality in neither of the two subjects
(for human 1, r  0.35, ns; for human 2, r  0.51, ns). that a response be based on the comparison of at least
two stimuli. The repetition of a stimulus in a trial definesThus, while a strong relationship between asymmetries
and prototypicality is found when the asymmetries are a “same” trial, and previous studies have suggested
that this detection of stimulus repetition is reflected inaveraged across a number of subjects, some subjects
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Figure 3. Illustration of the Effects of Stimulus Repetition and Familiarity on Response Strength in a Hypothetical Population of IT Neurons
for the First and Second Stimulus in a Trial for Five Possible Situations
(A–C) The response suppression in each situation that is due to stimulus repetition is indicated by the length of the thick arrow. The response
suppression due to stimulus familiarity is indicated by the length of the thin arrow.
neuronal populations in IT cortex by a suppressed re- model. The input to the model was composed of the
coordinates of a stimulus in the MDS-derived, two-sponse to the repeated item [12, 15]. Thus, the response
suppression from the first to the second stimulus in a dimensional space. Each stimulus was represented by
the response of 51 51 radial basis functions, or RBFs,trial (Figures 3A and 3B) can be used to determine
whether the two stimuli are “same” (large response sup- with a variance of 0.3 [4]. The optimal positions of these
Gaussian functions formed a square grid with coordi-pression) or “different” (no suppression). Also, we would
expect the response suppression to be rather large in nates ranging from 7.5 to 7.5 (at least three times the
range of stimulus coordinates). The effect of prototypi-“different” trials in which two stimuli are highly similar
(Figure 3C; see [12]). cality on response strength was modeled by weighting
the responses of the RBFs by a scalar that was smallestWe propose that this mechanism can be influenced
by other factors in addition to the difference between for the prototype of the stimulus set and 1 for the least
prototypical stimulus. The thus weighted responses ofstimuli when these other factors are associated with
different response strengths for stimuli. Such an effect the RBFs formed the representation of the first stimulus
in a trial. Responses to the second stimulus in a trialhas been reported for stimulus familiarity: more familiar
stimuli evoke smaller responses from IT neurons com- were obtained by weighting the responses of RBFs by
prototypicality as for the first stimulus and, in addition,pared to less familiar stimuli [15]. From the combination
of the within-trial and between-trial response suppres- by weighting them with a scalar that was smallest in
“same” trials and 1 in “different” trials for the most dis-sion due to stimulus repetition, it follows that when the
more familiar stimulus is the first stimulus in a trial, there similar stimuli. The latter weighting modeled the effect
of match suppression. The output of the model waswill be a smaller difference in response strength between
the two stimuli compared to a situation in which all the ratio of the average response strength of second
presentation responses compared to first presentationstimuli are equally familiar (Figures 3C and 3D). As a
consequence of this smaller difference in response responses. This output is interpreted as the tendency
to respond “different” to a particular stimulus pair. Thestrength, there will be an increased behavioral tendency
to respond “different.” In the same way, when the more asymmetries in the model output were analyzed by com-
paring the average output for all stimulus combinationsfamiliar stimulus is the second stimulus, there will be a
decreased tendency to respond “different” because of in which a particular stimulus was the first stimulus with
the average output for all combinations in which thisa larger difference in response strength between the
two stimuli in a trial (Figures 3C and 3E). The difference stimulus was the second stimulus.
The simulations revealed that the model outputbetween Figures 3D and 3E in response reduction from
the first to second stimulus will result in a behavioral showed asymmetries that were highly correlated with
prototypicality (r  0.95); this finding demonstrates thatasymmetry, and studies with human subjects have re-
vealed, indeed, that a manipulation of stimulus familiar- the proposed mechanism can account for asymmetric
stimulus comparisons. The occurrence of asymmetriesity induces asymmetric similarity judgments [11].
The same reasoning can be extended to other factors did not depend on the size of the response reduction
due to prototypicality and match suppression, but thesebeyond stimulus familiarity such as stimulus prototypi-
cality. A prototypical stimulus has a high average similar- two parameters influenced the size of the asymmetries
relative to the range in the tendency to respond “dif-ity to the other stimuli in a set, and fMRI studies have
suggested that stimuli that are more similar to previously ferent.”
This hypothesis suggests that fairly simple mecha-presented exemplars are associated with lower activity
in visual cortex [16]. Thus, according to our hypothesis, nisms might underlie the occurrence of asymmetries.
An additional question is whether this hypothesis canthis difference in response strength between stimuli re-
sults in behavioral asymmetries in monkeys because it also account for the interindividual variability that we
found. One way to explain this variability would be toinfluences the amount of response reduction from the
first to the second stimulus in a comparison task. assume that there exists interindividual differences in
which stimuli are associated with the strongest neuronalWe formalized this hypothesis in a computational
Asymmetric Stimulus Comparisons by Monkey and Man
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Reanalysis of Previous Dataresponses (e.g., because of differences in previous ex-
The data of monkeys 1A and 1B were collected during a previousperience). Alternatively, it could be related to previous
study that was not designed explicitly to investigate asymmetriesfindings that suggest that there are interindividual differ- [5] and that included a manipulation that could affect the pattern of
ences in the relationship between response suppression asymmetries. This manipulation was related to the division of the
and behavioral performance in a stimulus comparison first stimulus set into three groups. More specifically, all possible
stimulus pairs were presented in a first series of four sessions (in-task [17].
cluding “between-group pairs,” e.g., stimulus 2 from group a pairedCognitive scientists have drawn different conclusions
with stimulus 8 from group c), whereas stimulus pairs were restrictedfrom the existence of asymmetries. A popular conclu-
to contain only stimuli from the same stimulus group in the remaining
sion has been to abandon the analogy between similarity sessions (“within-group pairs”). It has been suggested before that
and a geometric distance [7, 10]. In contrast, some stud- asymmetries in human subjects are context dependent [1], and
preliminary analyses with our data suggested, indeed, a differenties have incorporated this phenomenon into a distance-
pattern of asymmetries in the first four sessions compared to the lastbased model of similarity by arguing that the occurrence
sessions. In the first sessions, asymmetries seemed to be related toof asymmetries reflects the existence of stimulus biases,
the global prototypicality of a stimulus for the complete stimulus
i.e., tendencies to perceive or remember certain “spe- set rather than its local prototypicality for its own stimulus group
cial” stimuli [1, 9]. Our hypothesis is clearly distinct from (the “P” in Figure 1A), and the reverse pattern was found in the last
sessions. However, differences between stimulus groups are notall previous theoretical ideas because it is inspired by
controlled parametrically (the groups are too far apart in parametricneurophysiological mechanisms, but nevertheless it can
space), and, as a consequence, we cannot define global prototypi-be related to the latter type of theories by considering
cality by referring to parametric space. We tried to define global
neuronal response strength as an implementation of prototypicality by applying MDS to the similarities for all possible
stimulus bias. As such, this hypothesis reconciles the combinations (including between-group pairs) of the 24 stimuli (in-
stead of performing MDS for each group of 8 stimuli separately asoccurrence of behavioral asymmetries with previous ar-
reported here and in [5]). Although the data of the first series of fourguments that the neural representation of object similar-
sessions suggested some effect of global prototypicality defined inity can be described with distance-based models of
this empirical way, these global, MDS-derived configurations were
similarity [4, 5]. unreliable, because between-group stimulus differences are too
It has been shown that stimulus biases do not only large (resulting in ceiling effects in the between-group trials) and
because of a low number of these between-group trials. This contextinfluence performance in explicit comparison tasks, but
dependency of asymmetries awaits further investigation (recently,also in tasks that contain only one to be identified or to
it was also found for human subjects, see [19]) and is beyond thebe categorized stimulus in each trial [9]. If stimuli with
scope of the present report. Thus, we only report the analysis of
a high stimulus bias (e.g., prototypes) are associated data obtained in the last two sessions that included only within-
with relatively small responses, then these data with group pairs. It is important to note that the pairing of stimuli, although
single-stimulus tasks suggest that stimuli that are asso- different in previous sessions, was never of such a nature that it
could explain the emergence of asymmetries by reference to theciated with a smaller responsiveness are less confused
training history of the monkeys (e.g., one order of a stimulus pairwith other stimuli. This idea makes sense, in particular
was never presented more often than the opposite order).because a smaller responsiveness for prototypical and
familiar stimuli is a possible indication that these stimuli Statistics
are processed with an increased efficiency in the visual We applied nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) to analyze
the similarity data and to assess the representational space of thesystem [18].
stimulus set [5]. The goodness of fit between the data and theFurther investigations are necessary to investigate
stimulus distance in the MDS-derived, low-dimensional configura-whether the asymmetries that occur with human sub-
tions is expressed by the stress index [20]. This index expresses
jects in a variety of tasks, including verbal questions how well the rank order in the data (observed distances) is preserved
about cognitive concepts and text fragments, could be in the reproduced distances (the better the fit, the smaller the stress).
This index is given for each MDS-derived, two-dimensional configu-explained by elaborations of the simple mechanisms
ration in Figure 2. These values are always significantly lower thanthat we proposed to explain the occurrence of asymmet-
expected by chance.ries in the behavior of monkeys in a fairly simple compar-
The significance of the pattern of asymmetries is assessed by
ison task with visual stimuli. This possibility offers the product-moment correlations. Each stimulus is associated with an
promise that one would be able to ground a very rich asymmetry value, so the critical values for significance depend on
the number of stimuli, N  24 for monkeys 1A and 1B, and N  10cognitive subject in a neurophysiologically coherent
for monkeys 2A and 2B and human subjects.theory.
We used a permutation test to determine whether the mean within-
subject correlation of the pattern of asymmetries in the ten hu-
Experimental Procedures man subjects was significantly higher compared to the mean be-
tween-subjects correlation of the asymmetries (between sessions
of different subjects). We constructed a 10  10 matrix, with theThe general procedures and apparatus for stimulus presentation,
rows and columns corresponding to all first and second sessions,data collection, animal training, and behavioral control have been
respectively. Each cell contained the correlation between the asym-described previously [5]. All procedures were approved by the local
metries in the corresponding row and column sessions (the diagonalethical committee for animal use.
cells compared the two sessions of one subject). We randomly
selected 10 different cells from this matrix 10,000 times, and we
Stimulus Presentation counted how many times the mean correlation of the 10 selected
The parameters for stimulus presentation were the same for human cells was at least as high as the mean correlation in the diagonal
subjects and monkeys. Each stimulus (maximum size, 6) was pre- cells.
sented for 300 ms and was separated by an interstimulus interval
of 500 ms. Responses were made when the second stimulus in a Acknowledgments
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